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Do I see the photos or videos I've taken? Drag directly to the home page to view the playback page and sign in to the DJI Mimo app, which can be viewed from the playback page. export the photos and videos I've taken? Disconnect the SD card and export it through the card reader; Connect your PC via a USB-C cable
to see all your photos and videos. and connect your phone by downloading the original (photos and videos) to your phone. Is pocket beauty available in both photos and videos? Photo shoots are available when your pocket is used independently, and beauty video photos in photo and story mode when connected to the
DJI Mimo app. enable pocket spirit tracking? When your pocket is used independently, double-click the objects and areas corresponding to the screen, turn on tracking, automatically turn on facial tracking when you switch to self-timer mode, and when you connect to the DJI Mimo app, tap the tracking area on the screen
to start Smart Follow. What are the panoramic shooting modes in Pocket Spirit? Pocket Spirit supports both 3x3 and 180-degree panoramic modes. How many anchors do tracking delays support? Pocket Spirits can set up two anchor points, and when connected to the DJI Mimo app, you can set up four anchor points.
Can the photo time-lapse save the original photo? Time-lapse photography can save the originals in JPEG format, but can only be viewed through a connected PC. What is the nearest focus distance of the pocket spirit? The video focus distance of the pocket spirit is about 20 cm to infinity, and the focus distance of the
camera is about 10 cm to infinity. What are the accessories in your pocket? Pocket Lingling offers waterproof shell, cloud control dial, charging box, ND filter, extension rod, wireless mode and other accessories, specific information can enter the mall to navigate and buy. Can I activate using a wireless module?
Activation must be enabled using a head connection from Lightning or USB-C. What apps should use apps to control your pockets with your phone? List of devices that are compatible with iOS apps: iOS 10.0 or later is required. Compatible with iPhone Max, iPhone XS, iPhone XR, iPhone X, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone 8,
iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 7, iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6, iPhone 6, iPhone 6, iPhone SE. Android: Android 5.0 or later is required. Compatible with Huawei P20, Huawei P10, Huawei Mate 10 Pro, Huawei Mate 10, Huawei Mate 9 Pro, Huawei Mate 9, Honor 10, Honor 9, Vivo NEX, Mi Mix 2S, Mi 8, Mi
6, OnePlus 6T, OnePlus 5T, Google Pixel 2XL, Google Pixel 2. The list of supported devices is continuously updated and enlarged. do I share a video after I shoot it? You can save the video to your local phone or use the DJI Mimo app to upload and generate video links directly, so you can easily share it with a single
click. the DJI Mimo app is used. Mimo. After the DJI Mimo app captures panoramic photos, the app downloads every photo from the camera to synthesize panoramic photos that will only exist locally on your phone; manually set parameters such as shutter, ISO, etc.? Do you need to switch to advanced mode from the
DJI Mimo application settings page to M. The shutter, ISO parameters, can be manually adjusted in step M. activate a pocket spirit? Download the DJI Mimo app and register, automatically skip from the activation page after connecting your phone for the first time, and follow the activation instructions. Activation
operations that use other methods, such as the Micro-USB head and wireless modules, are not supported. Can the DJI Mimo app share DJI's Big Frontier account? Users can connect directly to their existing account in the DJI Mimo app via SkyPixel, DJI GO, and other DJI accounts. What is Story Mode? should I use it?
Story mode is a new feature provided by the DJI Mimo app. Default templates allow users to quickly shoot, edit, and share a short video. The mode contains specific movements in the cloud, music, filters, etc. Does Pocket Spirit support slow-motion photography? How long does Pocket Spirit support four times slow-
motion photography (FOV:34.9 degrees) of 1080p/120fps? Unted phones, accessories, 1080P/30fps video for 140 minutes alone or 4K/60fps video for 95 minutes. How long does it take to fully charge a pocket reed battery? About 73 minutes. Why is an Android phone connected to your pocket charging backwards?
According to the Android AOA protocol, when you connect an Android phone using a mobile phone connector, your pocket will charge your phone. update my system firmware in my pocket? Upgrades can be downloaded automatically through the DJI Mimo app. Can I use Bluetooth or WiFi to connect remotely? Yes, a
wireless module needs to be adapted to connect. Can the pocket battery be replaced? Unable to replace. Can a pocket spirit be equipped with a tripod or base? Method 1: Use the wireless module as a static base; Method 2: Use the 1/4-inch external tripod at the bottom of the extension bar; Method 3: Use the external
tripod of the universal mounting interface of the expansion accessory transfer sleeve. Is the pocket spirit waterproof? Pocket spirit has no waterproof function, it is recommended to use waterproof shell in a water medium. How many built-in microphones are in your pocket? Two, with built-in audio noise reduction
algorithms to improve recording quality. Can I use an external microphone? Yes, transfer using the dji audio connector. What Micro-SD card models are recommended for Pocket Spirit? Samsung EVO Plus 32GB UHS-1 MicroSDHC, Samsung Pro 64GB UHS-3 MicroSDXC, Samsung Pro Endurance 64GB UHS-1
MicroSDXC, Samsung Evo Plus 64GB UHS-3 MicroSDXC, Sandisk Extreme 16 /32GB UHS-3 MicroSDHC, Sandisk Extreme Plus 128GB V30 A1 UHS-3 MicroSDXC, Sandisk Extreme Pro 64GB V30 A1 UHS-3 MicroSDXC, Lexar 633x 32GB UHS-1. UHS-1. 30MB/s Micro-SD 卡 Version Download File Size 1.21 MB
File Count Create Date April 24, 2019 Last updated April 24, 2019 Here you can download the free detailed instruction manual for the OP 4K gimbal camera. Even during our Osmo Pocket review, we found it easy to use and control, this guide includes some very useful chapters: Gimbal overview; operate the touch
screen; Store photos &amp; videos; Description of status LEDs; USE THE DJI MIMO APPLICATION; Firmware upgrade steps; Maintenance instructions. #AD from DJI FirstQuadcopter is a non-commercial blog. We don't sell anything! We may receive a small fee for purchases you make through selected links or banners
- this keeps our online drone blog. For our full disclaimer page click here requires Android 7.0 or higher. Compatible with HUAWEI P20, HUAWEI P10, HUAWEI Mate 10 Pro, HUAWEI Mate 10, HUAWEI Mate 9 Pro, HUAWEI Mate 9, Honor 10, Honor 9, Vivo NEX, Mi MIX 2S, Mi 8, Mi 6, OnePlus 6T, OnePlus 5T, Google
Pixel 2 XL, Google Pixel 2.For older versions: Download here*The list of supported devices is constantly expanding with the continuous development of the application. A mobile compatibility list can be found on the official website of the DJI Mimo app. surprise the best memories? The best room is the one you always
have with you. The Osmo pocket has the smallest motorized stabilized gimbal I've ever created at DJI. Share the best moments of life, always and everywhere. Dimensiuni121.9 × 36.9 × 28.6 mmWeight116 gGamă controlabilă Axa de leagăn: -230° până la +50° Axa de înclinare: -95° până la 50°Roll axă: ±45°Max.
viteză controlabil120°/s Precizie unghiulară controlată±0,02°TypeLiPoCapacity875 mAhEnergy6.738 WhVoltage7.7 VTemperatate de operare0°C - 40°C Timp de funcționarePăsând până la 140 de minute (la fotografierea în 1080p/30fps Timp de încărcare73 minute (cu încărcător de 10 W)Sensor1/2.3'' CMOSPixeli
eficienți: 12 megapixelilensview: 80° f/2.0Coreserii în 35 mm echivalent cu o distanță focală de 26 mmISO range100-3200 (video); 100-3200 (foto)Obturator electronic8 la 1/8000 sMachimum imagine size4000×3000 pixeliSingle imagine, panorame, time lapse, mutare a timpului; HyperlapseVideo Resolution4K Ultra HD:
3840×2160 24/25/30/48/50/60pFull HD: 1920×1080 24/25/30/48/50/60/120pVideomodeAuto, Slow MotionMax. Video Bitrate100 MbpsFormats supported filesFAT32 (≤ 32 GB); exFAT (≥ 64 GB)PhotoJPEG/JPEG+RAW (DNG)VideoMP4 / MOV Formats (MPEG-4 AVC/H.264)MicroSDMax Supported SD Memory Card.
Capacity: 256 GBAudio Output48 KHz (AAC)Osmo Pocket User Manual v1.0Osmo Pocket Security Guidelines and Exclusions (Multilingual)Osmo Pocket Quick Start Guide Pocket Release NotesCamera and Gimbal1.How for calibration With osmo pocket: Swipe down from the top, tap the Gear icon, and then tap
Calibration through the DJI Mimo app: Tap the icon. . in the lower-left corner and tap Autom. Calibration Gimbal 2.How can I switch between different modes of gimbal operating? Directly with the Osmo pocket: swipe from the bottom up. The different gimbal modes, such as Locked, Follow, and FPV, can be selected
using the Osmo Pocket icon. About the DJI Mimo app: Do you tap the gimbal settings icon on the left side of the screen and switch between the Follow, Locked, and FPV gimbal modes.3.How can I adjust the gimbal reaction speed? Direct with Osmo pocket: Swipe up from the bottom, tap the Figures icon, and switch
between Slow Track and Quick Track. About the DJI Mimo app: Tap the Gimbal icon on the left side of the screen and switch between Slow Track and Quick Track. 4.How can I determine the direction of rotation of my Osmo pocket? Direct with Osmo pocket: Swipe from top to bottom and tap the Gear icon. Tap Tilt
Control to control the nick axis directly on the home screen. About the DJI Mimo app: Go to the camera view. Use virtual joysticks to control gimbal. About the wheel: Use the wheel to control the different axles of the gimbal. 5.What is the highest video resolution of Osmo Pocket? 6.In video formats does Osmo Pocket
take? 7.What makes the Superfine setting so special? Superfein videos are recorded at a higher data rate and therefore offer higher quality.8.Can I see the remaining space on the microSD card? Yes. Information about the remaining space is displayed during registration. Additionally, the remaining space can be viewed
in the options. 9.How do I set the video resolution? Direct with Osmo pocket: Swipe left and select video mode, and then swipe left again to set video resolution. About the DJI Mimo app: Connect your Osmo pocket to your smartphone, open the camera view and select the resolution on the left.10.How do I switch
between front gimbal orientation and selfie orientation? Directly with the Osmo pocket: Swipe up from the bottom and then choose between the arrow dot icon to center the gimbal or the Change Room icon to switch to selfie mode. Alternatively, the power button can be pressed twice to reorient the gimbal. A triple press
goes into selfie mode. About DJI Mimo app: Connect your Osmo pocket to the DJI Mimo app, open the camera view, and then choose between selfie or Recenter orientation.11.How do I switch to Flashlight mode? Method 1: Lock the gimbal and align Osmo Pocket as a flashlight. Osmo Pocket then automatically
switches to Lantern mode. Switch to an upright position to exit the mode. Method 2: Change to tracking mode, tilt the camera until it is aligned like a flashlight and more recently the camera. Hold osmo pocket upright and more recently the camera to exit the mode. 12.How do I switch between portrait mode and sub-
unslung mode? Method 1: Hold the Osmo pocket sideways to switch to portrait mode. Method 2: Rotate the Osmo pocket 180° to switch to undslung mode. * The feature is not available in FPV.13 mode.Can I preview a panorama on the Osmo pocket? Not. Panoramas can only be merged and displayed in the DJI Mimo
app. 14.How can I view my photos and videos? Direct with Osmo pocket: Swipe left to right on the home screen to open the gallery. Via the DJI Mimo app: Videos and photos can be viewed via + in the gallery/roll camera. Playback.15.How do I export photos and videos from my microSD card? Method 1: Export files from
your microSD card through a card reader. Method 2: Turn on Osmo Pocket and connect Osmo Pocket to your computer using a USB-C cable. Method 3: Connect the Osmo Pocket to a smartphone and download it through the DJI Mimo app. Smart features1. How do I enable ActiveTrack and FaceTrack? Direct with
Osmo pocket: Double-tap the target to start ActiveTrack. In selfie mode, FaceTrack is automatically active. About the DJI Mimo app: Simply drag a frame around the target to launch ActiveTrack 2.What panorama modes does Osmo Pocket support? The Osmo pocket supports two different panoramas: 180° and 3×3.3.
How many points can I set when recording moving time shifts? Directly with Osmo pocket: maximum 2 points. About the DJI Mimo app: Up to 4 points.4.Can I save the original photos of a time frame? Yes, the original files can be saved in JPEG format, but can only be viewed on your computer. Accessories1.What
accessories does Osmo Pocket have? Osmo Pocket currently has the following accessories: waterproof housing, control wheel, charging tray, ND filter, radio mode, extension rod and more. For more information, see The DJI Online Store under app is required to use with Osmo Pocket?2.How do I share videos and
photos Osmo pocket? Videos and photos can be stored directly on your mobile device and shared through the DJI Mimo app. 3.How do I merge panoramas into the DJI Mimo app? After recording a panorama, the smartphone is connected to Osmo Pocket via the DJI Mimo app, where the panoramas are automatically
assembled. The final panorama is stored on your smartphone. If the panoramas are recorded only with the Osmo Pocket, they can also be viewed through the DJI Mimo app. Panorama can then be downloaded via the app.4.How do I manually set the shutdown, ISO and other parameters? In the DJI Mimo settings, pro
mode must be selected. In Pro mode, M mode must be selected to gain full access to camera settings.5.How do I enable the Osmo Pocket? Download the DJI Mimo app and sign in with a DJI user account. DJI Mimo displays the appropriate activation steps after the first connection to the device. The Osmo Pocket
cannot be activated by a micro USB cable or radio module.6.Can I connect to DJI Mimo using my DJI account?7.How can I learn more about using osmo Pocket? The interactive community of DJI Mimo is happy to help you expand your photography skills. Templates, filters, and story mode help you record creative
video.8.What is Story mode? I'm using it? Story mode is a new feature of the DJI Mimo app. Story mode provides templates for editing and recording videos. Pre-programmed gimbal movements, music, filters, and other functions help recording. Further1.How long does the Osmo pocket battery last? Videos in 1080p and
30 fps can be recorded for up to 140 minutes.2.How long does it take to fully charge Osmo pocket batteries?3.How can I update the Osmo pocket firmware? The Osmo pocket can be updated through the DJI Mimo app. 4.Can I update the Osmo Pocket via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth? Yes, but this requires the radio
module.5.Can the Osmo pocket battery be replaced?6.How can I use a tripod or other osmo Pocket accessories? Method 1: Use the Osmo Pocket radio module as a support. Method 2: The Osmo Pocket extension bar has a standard 1/4 thread for third-party accessories. Method 3: Do you want to connect the Osmo
pocket to the accessory holder, which can be connected to a waterproof osmo pocket tripod.7.Is? No, but is there a waterproof diving housing.8.Are Osmo Pocket have built-in microphones? Two microphones are integrated. They offer a noise reduction method and clear sound.9.Can I use an external microphone with
Osmo Pocket? Yes, this is possible osmo pocket jack plug adaptor.10.Which microSD cards do not recommend you to use with Osmo Pocket? I recommend Samsung EVO Plus 32 GB UHS-1 microSDHC, Samsung Pro 64 GB UHS-3 microSDXC, Samsung Pro Endurance 64 GB UHS-1 microSDXC, Samsung Evo Plus
64 GB UHS-3 microSDXC, Sandisk Extreme 16/32 GB UHS-3 microSDHC, Sandisk Extreme Plus 128 GB V30 A1 UHS-3 microSDXC, Sandisk Extreme Pro 64 GB V30 A1 UHS-3 microSDXC, Lexar 633X 32 GB UHS-1 microSDHC or another microSD card with a writing speed of at least 30 MB/s MB/s.
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